2016 Summer Grants Available for Review

Please email Tina Gasnarez (gasntm02@ipfw.edu) to request a copy of one or two of these successful proposals for review.


Casazza, Jeffrey, Theatre: The Integrated Actor: Reconnecting the Voice, Mind and Body

Nachappa, Punya, Biology: Factors Determining Vector Competence in Three Thrips Species Ability to Transmit Soybean Vein Necrosis Virus

Nalam, Vamsi, Biology: Evaluation of Soybean Transgenics Expressing a Host Defense Regulatory Gene, PHYTOALEXIN DEFICIENT4 (PAD4) For Enhancing Resistance to Soybean Aphid

Schwab, Abe, Philosophy: Rethinking Conflicts of Interest

Whalen, Lachlan, English & Linguistics: Ireland Unfree: Contemporary Irish Republican Prison Writing
2015 Summer Grants Available for Review

Please email Tina Gasnarez (gasntm02@ipfw.edu) to request a copy of one or two of these successful proposals for review.

Bauer, Deborah, **History**: Marianne is Watching: Knowledge, Secrecy, Intelligence, and the Origins of the French Surveillance State (1870 – 1914)

Cho, Jeong-il, **Professional Studies/Special Education Program**: Current and Future Teachers’ Perception and Knowledge of and Willingness to use Assistive Technology for Students with Disabilities

Daniel, Jaiyanth, **Biology**: Functional studies on mycobacterial gene products involved in lipid metabolism in the tuberculosis pathogen

Kopec, Andrew, **English and Linguistics**: Economic Crisis and Antebellum American Literature: Authorship in an Age of Panic

Rumsey, Suzanne, **English and Linguistics**: The Rhetorics of Peace and Kindness: Letters from CPS Camp